
10 Steps to Hiring Slow & Achieving Success Fast
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Know What You Want

Know the Job

Ask the Right Questions

Job Posting

Screen Resumes

Phone Interviews

First Interviews

Second Interviews

Final Interviews

Job Offers

You have to know what you are creating in business before you can ask others to join you in
creating it. This first step requires you to answer the ultimate question, “What do I want?”

Create a job description not only based on a title and job duties but also with the business
impact and personal characteristics in mind.

Create a comprehensive list of questions for interviewees with the help of your team. Look
for ways to combine questions to elicit a deeper response. Finally, get it approved with HR.

The more generic you post a position the more unqualified and inexperienced candidates
you will receive. Always include requirements!

This step is imperative because your time and that of your team is far too valuable to be
wasted on interviewing candidates that are not near to needs and desires of the business.

Go over the job description and requirements. Then, ask a few personality based questions
and finally specific questions that will really filter out the candidats that will move forward.

First impressions are important. Make sure to act normal because mis-steps occur when you
are one way during the interview and completely different during normal work situations.

Let a team member or several team members interview all qualifying candidates and have
them send the best few to you for the final decision. 

Give the final candidates a few tasks that they would be responsible for if they were to get
the job and see how well they can accomplish them. This give you a feel for their work style.

Send the selected candidate the official job offer to lay out all financial
terms, benefits, hours, and expectations. 
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